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“THE SACRIFICED ARMY” – THE HUNGARIAN 2ND

ARMY BETWEEN MEMORY AND HISTORY*

The fate of the Hungarian 2nd Army has a significant role in the Hungarian
memory. The army was sent to the Eastern Front in 1942 suffered one of the great
defeats of the Hungarian military history during the Soviet counter-offensive in
January 1943. During the past almost 80 years, different narratives have emerged
about it were evolved in the Hungarian public. In the paper the author shall
analyse the most significant elements of these narratives. 

Firstly, there will be examined the genesis and underlying causes of the de-
cision to send the 2nd Army to the Eastern front. The author counter a popular
post-war myth that the Hungarian leadership sent out the Hungarian soldiers
and labour servicemen with the intention of sacrifice that it could limit Hungary's
involvement in the German war effort. Although the Hungarian military leader-
ship discriminated against various social groups (primarily of individuals of Jew-
ish descent, non-Hungarian nationalities) in military service, they did not aim to
destroy them. Similarly, the higher proportion of reserve officers and lower social
classes (peasantry, workpeople) in the army was misinterpreted.

In the second part of the paper the author will examine the interpretations of
the defeat in January 1943. As a part of this topic there will be shown how the
public opinion and survivors overstated the loss data and the temperature con-
ditions of “the Russian winter.” In addition, the author scrutinize the fighting
and withdrawal in January 1943 from the viewpoint of the military discipline.
Finally, he analyse the interpretations of two orders. The army commander,
Colonel General Jány wrote in his order on 24 January that “the 2nd Army has
lost its honour.” Although later he withdrew this order, it became the symbol of
the barbarity and betrayal of the Hungarian military elite against the Hungarian
soldiers. It received a different opinion on the order of the commander of the III
Corps of 1 February 1943, in which Major General Stomm disbanded his for-
mation - which was unprecedented in Hungarian history.

Keywords: Second World War, Hungarian History, Military History, Memory,
The Hungarian 2nd Army.
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«ЖЕРТВЕННА АРМІЯ»: 2-а УГОРСЬКА АРМІЯ
МІЖ ПАМ’ЯТТЮ ТА ІСТОРІЄЮ

Доля 2-ї Угорської королівської армії відіграє значну роль у пам’яті угор-
ців. Відіслана в 1942 році на Східний фронт армія під час радянської кон-
тратаки зазнала одну з найнищівніших поразок, що тільки мали місце в
історії Угорщини. Протягом останніх майже 80 років в угорської громад-
ськості з'явилися різні наративи стосовно неї, найважливіші з яких є пред-
метом аналізу у пропонованій статті. Насамперед автор аналізує генезис
та основні причини рішення про відправлення 2-ї Угорської армії на Східний
фронт. У цьому контексті автор заперечує поширений у повоєнний час
міф, згідно з яким угорський уряд пожертвував 2-ю Угорською армією та
особами, що виконували примусові роботи, задля обмеження участі країни
у військовій діяльності німців. Хоча під час військової служби угорське вій-
ськове керівництво дискримінувало певні суспільні групи (насамперед осіб
єврейського походження,осіб, які не належали до угорської національності),
однак не мало на меті їхнє знищення. Подібно до цього неправильно був
тлумачений і факт більшої частки офіцерів запасу та нижчих соціальних
класів (селянство й робітничий клас) в армії.

У другій частині статті автор розглядає трактування поразки, що
мала місце в січні 1943 року. В рамках цієї теми він досліджує, як громад-
ськість та ті, що вижили, завищували дані про втрати, а також темпе-
ратурні умови «російської зими». Окрім цього, автор досліджує бої, а
також відступ, що мав місце в січні 1943 року, з погляду військової дисцип-
ліни. У підсумку він аналізує інтерпретації двох різних наказів. Командувач
армії, генерал-полковник Яні, у своєму наказі від 24 січня писав, що «2-га
армія втратила честь». Незважаючи на те, що згодом Яні скасував цей
наказ, останній став символом варварства та зради угорською військовою
елітою своїх солдатів. Інакше був оцінений виданий III корпусом наказ від
1 лютого 1943 року, яким генерал-майор Стомм розпустив свою військову
частину – подібний крок був безпрецедентним в історії Угорщини.

Ключові слова: Друга світова війна, угорська історія, воєнна історія,
пам’ять, 2-га Угорська армія.
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The activities, but most importantly the disastrous defeat of the Hungarian
2nd Army on the Eastern front has become the most significant event concerning
the memory of the Hungarian Army in the Second World War. Due to the heavy
losses, it was branded as “second Mohács”1 or a “Hungarian apocalypse”2. It was
etched in the collective memory of Hungary for several factors. Firstly, because
of the magnitude (more than 200,000 men) and the geographical coverage (from
9 military districts 6) of the mobilisation, it affected a significant part of the Hun-
garian society. Secondly, the casualties it suffered (more than 120,000 soldiers
and labour servicemen) significantly exceeded the losses in other operations dur-
ing the campaign against the Soviet Union in 19413 or the causalities of the Hun-
garian Occupation Group4. January 1943 is the deadliest period for the Hungarian
Honvéd Army in the Second World War5.

After 1945, the tragic role of the 2nd Army in the Second World War was
heavily used by Communist memory politics. It was politically more useful to
depict a whole army fighting 2500 km far from the Hungarian border as a mortal
sin of the Horthy-system than the Army’s battles in Western-Ukraine and Hungary
between 1944 and 1945 in protecting Hungary proper from Soviet advances6. As
the activities of the 2nd Army are embedded in mainstream narratives of the Sec-
ond World War, that is into the battle of Stalingrad as the turning point of the war,
the story of the occupying Hungarian forces or the battles on Hungarian territory
between 1944 and 1945 exist receded into oblivion.

In this paper study, I provide a critique of the most prevalent myths relating
to the 2nd Army7. The first section provides a brief overview of the various interpre -
tations of the fate of the 2nd Army in the literature, which centred around a common
victim theme, where fallen Hungarian soldiers are viewed as passive victims, and
where the official version of the war mirrors the Soviet narrative about the war.

The second part of the paper examines the main narratives about the activity of
the 2nd Army. Here, I reflect on the Hungarian military and political elite’s decision
to sacrifice the 2nd Army for political reasons and show the recurring contradictions
concerning the withdrawal of the Army in January 1943. I conclude that these au-
thors left military considerations out of their analysis. I posit that the condemnation
of the Horthy-system prevailed instead of a thorough investigation of the Honvéd
Army. The role of the commanding officers during the withdrawal was ignored or
denounced, therefore the retreat was depicted as panic without military order even
though a significant part of the Hungarian soldiers retreated in an orderly fashion.

The memory of the Hungarian 2nd Army
The true magnitude of the defeat of the 2nd Army was concealed from the

Hungarian public. The Horthy- propaganda wanted to prepare the population
for the expected loss8, but they did not want to demoralize them by sharing the
devastating proportion of the defeat. This is why very few works were allowed
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to be published between 1943 and 1944 about the 2nd Army’s operations. In con-
trast, proportionately more publications appeared about the battles in 1941, and
the Directorate of the General Staff called upon the soldiers to submit their mem-
ories about the operation of 19419. Apart from some random plaques connected
to particular units10, there was no official memorialization of the fallen soldiers. 

Thus the post-war public had to interpret the 2nd Army's activity on the East-
ern Front based mainly on the war crimes trial of the 2nd Army’s commander and
two major works on the “Don Bend.”

1) The most pervasive myths about the Don Bend appeared during the people’s
tribunal case against Colonel General Gusztáv Jány in 194711. Similar to trials in
other countries, the aim of the Hungarian people’s tribunals’ were politically mo-
tivated. Their main task entailed crafting an official narrative of the history of the
war and convicting the Horthy-system in the eyes of the public. Though prosecu-
tions were launched against several Hungarian generals, it was the Jány-trial which
was aimed at condemning the operations of the Army on the Eastern front. 

The indictment depicted the 2nd Army’s operations – and the Hungarian
Army’s operations in general – as a sacrifice for “German imperialism” by the
Hungarian political and military leadership. Based on the communist class struggle
theory, the army officers serving the Horthy-system had fought a battle not only
against the Soviet Union but against the “Hungarian nation” as well. The atrocities
committed against conscripted members of the military labour unit and the puni-
tive measures against private soldiers were depicted as an all-encompassing terror
of the “Horthy officers”12. This is why – until recently – the fallen soldiers of the
2nd Army are not remembered as an army fighting the Red Army or being occupa-
tional forces using anti-partisan warfare against the Russian civilian population13,
but an army sacrificed by the Hungarian military leadership for political reasons. 

2) After this trial, the story of the 2nd Army was declared taboo and vanished
from scholarly and public view. Although a source publication about the 2nd Army
was allowed to be published in 195814, and a documentary film entitled Halálka-
nyar (Death Bend) was made in 1961, the story of the Army was brought to the
public fore by Requiem egy hadseregért (Requiem for an Army)15, a book written
by István Nemeskürty in 1972. The focus of this volume was on private soldiers
instead of the guilt of the commanders. This conceptual change, however, did not
result in a considerable change of how the tenets of the entire operation were seen. 

3) Sándor Sára’s 25-episode-long documentary series (Krónika – A 2. had-
sereg a Donnál)16 had a transformative effect on the public perception of the 2nd

Army. In the softening political climate of the Kádár-system, the director set off
to record the reminiscences of the participants in 1979 with the help of the so-
called populist (népi) movement (e.g. poet Sándor Csoóri). More than 50 sur-
vivors were given voice, but due to political sensitivities, the project was stopped
and the full documentary was only shown after the change of the regime in 199017. 
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It showed the story of the 2nd Army and Gusztáv Jány’s role in a more nu-
anced way, but the suffering of the soldiers and the lack of military preparedness
still remained a central element of the narrative.

Although these interpretations were the product of scholars under the political
pressure of the Hungarian state-socialist state, the Hungarian public’s view of the
events about the activities and the 2nd Army has not significantly changed in the
past 30 years. This is in stark contrast with the treatment of the German 6th Army
in German literature18. The sacrificial status of the 2nd Army had not been called
in question. Whereas the trial of Gusztáv Jány and the Krónika documentary series
had already included the pieces of information about the activities of the 2nd Army
as an occupational force and the Hungarian atrocities against the local population
in the army's rear area these considerations have not received much attention.

I underline two significant factors of these interpretations. 
My point of departure – similarly to the German way of dealing with the

past19 – is the changing meaning of sacrifice. The death of the soldiers of the
Hungarian Army until 1945 meant an active and reasonable sacrifice. After the
war, the fallen soldiers became victims and passive participants.

The invasion of the USSR and subsequent battles were portrayed by the Hun-
garian propaganda as the “protection of the thousand-year-old borders”, a “cru-
sade against Bolshevism”20 and a “fight for a New Europe”21. In the declarations
and speeches of the Hungarian political leadership22 after the defeat, the classic
military virtues – e.g. fulfilling one’s duty and military honour – became the most
important. Although some interpretations published after 1945 construed the de-
feat of the 2nd Army as an active and reasonable sacrifice because it created the
conditions for the military resistance (the Hungarian Legion were recruited from
Hungarian prisoners of war in the Soviet camps)23, the soldiers were still shown
as the endurers of the “Horthy-fascism”24. 

Secondly, the victim-interpretation concocted by the socialist state system
and the official, Soviet interpretation of the war left no room for parallel or con-
flicting opinions. While the suffering of the private soldiers was allowed to be
represented in literary works, the regime’s fear of the formation of a hero cult
banned the setting of memorials and holding commemorations. This interpreta-
tion also disqualified any research or publication on the destiny of the prisoners
of war, of whom – similarly to the POWs of the German 6th Army – a consider-
able part had already died in Soviet captivity25.

„Army slated to death” 
The motive of the “army slated to death” appeared in the indictment against

Gusztáv Jány: “Before the start, he had appeared before Adolf Hitler […] and of-
fered the life of 150,000 people in order to prove the Hungarian stance toward
German fascist imperialism”26.
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This political narrative was so powerful and widespread that it found its way
in István Nemeskürty’s book in 1970s as well. According to him, the sacrifice of
the Army had two purposes: it ensured that Horthy’s could become vice-regent,
and assisted in removing the enemies of the system (poor peasants, left-wing op-
ponents, the ethnic minorities and the Jews)27.

The sending of the 2nd Army to the Eastern Front was not a result of any of
these factors, instead it was necessitated by the change of Germany’s strategical
aims In 1942 and the decreasing leeway of Hungary to stay out of the war.
Although Hungary joined the war against the Soviet Union without German re-
quest on 27 June 1941, both the military and political leadership made an effort
to minimalize the participation of the Hungarian Army in the war after the failure
of the German blitzkrieg. This led to the removal of the pro-German Chief of the
Honvéd General Staff, Colonel General Henrik Werth, who pressed the Hungar-
ian government for a more robust involvement of the full Hungarian Army on
the Eastern Front. The new chief of General Staff, Colonel General Ferenc Szom-
bathelyi, considered the German victory impossible and therefore strived to min-
imize the participation of the Hungarian Army in the war. At the meeting between
Hitler and Horthy in September 1941, the Hungarian leader accomplished to offer
only 5 brigades to be sent to the Eastern front. However, the defeat of Moscow
in December 1941 changed the intention of the Germans. Hitler sent a letter to
Horthy on the last days of 1941 in order to request more troops. The size of the
Hungarian forces was negotiated in Budapest with Keitel in January 1942. During
these talks, the Hungarians wanted to minimalize the amount of these troops, and
they successfully negotiated a smaller force than the original German demand:
3 corps (III, IV, VII) with 9 light infantry, and 1 armoured divisions28. (App. I.)

The idea of an army with insufficient and mismatched equipment occurs as
a recurring critique in all three previously mentioned major narratives. The Army
had been preparing for a war with small neighbouring states (Czechoslovakia,
Romania, Yugoslav Kingdom), not against a great military power in extreme
weather conditions. With this said, it is ironic, that the Army was equipped with
the best Hungary could offer and Germans heavy weapons. However, instead of
3, each (light) division had only 2 regiments, which showed the limited opportu-
nities of the Hungarian Army. It is worth noting that most of the German divisions
did not have 3 regiments either after the military defeats in late 194129.

As for the composition of the army at, the end of January 1942 two factors
were considered. On the one hand, reservists were called in not only from the 3
corps recruiting areas but from the whole area of the country except for the mil-
itary districts along the border of Romania. The mobilization was aimed at af-
fecting the population in a balanced way and wanted to minimize the proportion
of younger recruits30. The reason for this was that the Hungarian state was afraid
of being attacked by Romania while the Hungarian forces were fighting on other
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fronts (just like in the First World War). Therefore, the young generation was
drafted only as reservists31.

This partial conscription created massive dissatisfaction. This was the base argu -
ment of István Nemeskürty, i.e. the members of the Army were chosen from the
“expandable rungs of the population” (poor peasants, older men, Jews and the mem-
bers belonging to various ethnic groups). However, the Hungarian mobilization sys-
tem did not differ from the practices of other armies. The call-in affected mainly the
less educated part of the society, who could not be used in the military economy.
Ho wever, undermining Nemeskürty’s main argument, the ethnic minorities were
not overrepresented in the draft. Their maximum proportion reached 20%, which
was below their nationwide average ratio32. It is also worth emphasizing that the 7%
casualty rate among ethnic minorities33 is due to the fact that these non-Hungarian
soldiers were used mostly in the rear area owing to their lack or insufficient knowl-
edge of Hungarian, but most importantly, that they were considered “unreliable”.

The institutional discrimination affected mainly the Jews – and the ones of
Jewish descent – since they could not serve in the Army’s armed corpses as of
summer 1941. Along with people considered politically left-wing, ethnic minori-
ties and members of Christians who refused service in the armed service, the Jews
had to serve in special labour squadrons wearing civilian clothes. As the result of
bad treatment, insufficient food and frequent atrocities against them, Jewish labour
servicemen suffered disproportionately. If any group, they could be considered
the most “sacrificial” of any groups. As data shows, an army soldier had one and
a half times more chance to return home alive than a labour serviceman34. 

However, depicting the labour service system within the 2nd Army as a “mo-
bile killing site” (“mozgó vesztőhely”)35 is overly simplistic. Even though labour
servicemen suffered from food shortage, cruel and sometimes sadistic command-
ers (including strict and discriminatory of military justice)36, the War Department
tried to improve their situation on the front from autumn 1942 onwards37. The col-
lapse of the Army under Soviet pressure had catastrophic consequences for labour
battalions. Their food and clothing supply was cut first. Unarmed Jewish labour
servicemen already in dire conditions were much more vulnerable to Soviet cap-
tivity and exposed to marauding Hungarian and German soldiers. Although Hun-
garian units committed mass murders against labour servicemen38, the withdrawal
meant also that these labour servicemen were left without their Hungarian guards,
and so fell prey more easily to German units or armed Ukrainian citizen soldiers39.
Owing to atrocities against Hungarian soldiers and labour servicemen by the Ger-
man and Romanian army, in February 1943, the use lethal force was introduced
by the Hungarian army command against members in “foreign armies”40.

It is a recurrent theme that a so-called “second-rate” officer corps was sent to
the front41 because – according to Nemeskürty – the first class officers were saved
from for purpose and retained to a war to come with Romania42. In the same way as
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in the other armies, the majority (60–65 %) of the officer was reservist43. The high-
ran king officers regarded the high rate of the reserve officers as a problem, but their
judgement changed after the war. The examined works also argued that the reserve
officers recruited from lower white-collar workers (e.g. teachers, civil servants) gave
better performance than regular officers. Apart from researching the upper echelon
of the Hungarian military leadership44, there has been no meaningful research on the
officer corps of the Hungarian Army in the Second World War45. Hence, it is hard
to determine scientifically the performance of the officer corps on the Soviet Front.

Nevertheless, the performance of the regular officer corps was determined
by the state memory politics. Whereas them as an enemy, many of the white-col-
lar workers, who served as reserve officers, later became “fellow travellers of
Socialism”. The limitation of this narrative is clearly palpable by the fact that al-
though the high-ranking officers already appeared in the Krónika documentary
series, these officers were sentenced or interned in the 1950s and were monitored
by the Hungarian secret service after their release, so they could not speak about
their war experiences freely46.

The deficiencies of the officer corps arose not from their moral unfitness but
from the conditions of the Treaty of Trianon, which restricted the strength and
weaponry of the Hungarian Army and therefore a significant part of the staff of-
ficers carried out administrative tasks and did not have any field duty in the pre-
war period. They were also affected by the frequent changes of commanders and
the relatively high average age of staff officers (45-50 years old)47. This is also
confirmed by the fact that the causality rate of regular officers in the battles of
1942 was higher than the reserve officers’48.

The sacrificial army theme examined in detail
Causalities and temperature

The battle over the number of casualties had already started during the war. The
first official information published at the end of January 1943 did not contain any
data about the losses citing the lack of insufficient information. However, it condem -
ned “alarmism” among the population and rumours spread by hostile propaganda.
It stated that “it is a mere propaganda lie that the «2nd Army was destroyed»”49. 

The Directorate of the General Staff, based on the reports of losses in May 1943,
estimated the casualties at 42.000 killed, 28.000 wounded and – based on official
Soviet POW report – 26.000 prisoners of war50. After the war, larger numbers started
to circulate. During the Jány trial, the press described the former commander as the
killer of “200,000 Hungarian soldiers”,51 “150,000 Hungarian footsoldiers”52 and
“140,000 Hungarians who died near Voronezh”.53 Nemeskürty, continuing this tra-
dition, highlighted that “150,000 people died during two weeks”.54

Besides the loss, the weather conditions appear as a recurrent theme. The ex-
tremely cold weather caused the death of countless soldiers, who were deprived
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of proper clothing and became weak. The temperature given as -45 and -50 degree
Celsius seems to be, however, an exaggeration cited in the memoir literature and
by the press. This is true, in spite of the fact that – as my research shows – there
was a significant difference between the temperature data in the reports of the 2nd

Army High Command and the Voronezh Front. (App. II) 

The panic and the military order
The soldiers’ role as passive victims is largely based on the disintegration of

the military order. The literature above is unequivocal about the “panic” that grip -
ped the entire Army. However, if the panic-stricken escape had been the only re-
action to the attack, hardly anybody would have been able to avoid Soviet captivity. 

In the background of the panic centred analysis two basic factors lie. On the
one hand, most of the soldiers of the infantry divisions exerting organized resist-
ance perished or were captured, so two-thirds of the survivors came from artillery,
combat engineer troops or the supply forces55. More importantly, the main reason
is more political than scientific: an organized withdrawal theme would have
needed a revision of the enemy image of the “Horthyst army officer”.

The narratives about the withdrawal do only reflect upon the cruelty of com-
manding officers against their units but fail to mention how this vigorous stance
keeping the units and sub-units together increased the opportunities of survival.
This contradiction is best highlighted by the treatment of Colonel Kornél Os-
zlányi, the commander of the 9th Light Division by István Nemeskürty. This di-
vision thwarted the Soviet attacks for 12 days in January 1943 in order to back
up the withdrawal of the rest of III and IV Corps and the German troops of Siebert
Corps Group. The most critical period was the morning of 17 January, when So-
viet troops broke through the 6th Light Division’s switch line lying southwards
from the 9th Division, and the withdrawing division collapsed on the other day56.
Reacting to this situation, Oszlányi organized the division’s – and at the same
time the corps’ – southern front line, and directed the withdrawing troops towards
the front line “in person and in the most vigorous way”. Nemeskürty depicts this
scene as if Oszlányi had wanted to impress Lieutenant General Friedrich Siebert
(the commander of the Siebert Corps Group) by rushing half-frozen and strag-
gling soldiers to fight. He described Oszlányi as German-friendly, as opposed to
Marcel Stomm, the commander of III Corps57. However, Nemeskürthy failed to
take into count that his vigorous defence aided the withdrawal of the Hungarian
troops and may have contributed to the survival of thousands of soldiers.

His panic-focused depiction of the withdrawal does not reflect on facts that
contradict his narrative. On the one hand, the Hungarian units on the front lines
showed comparatively strong resistance. For example, the 40th Soviet army lost
almost half of its armoured vehicles during the 4-day battle58. Also those units,
which remained unified and under responsible and continuums command with
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their cadre of officers intact, withdrew with fewer losses. Thirdly, many of the
descriptions describing the withdrawal – as military historian Lóránd Domrándy
pointed it out – contained vivid factual descriptions of events of people, which
they could not have possibly experienced or could have not been privy to facts
owing to their low rank or post59.

The defeat was ascribed to Jány, the overall commander of the 2nd Army. The
public opinion deduced not only Jány’s alleged pro-German existence from Jány’s
German origins, but used the stereotype of a blindly obedient officer catering to
his German counterparts. Military historiography considers 15 and 16 January
1943 as turning points in the battle60, when Soviet troops tore III Corps apart from
other parts of the Army, and when the VII Corps started to get encircled. With-
drawing the VII Corps would have probably decreased the loss, but in order to
do this, Jány should have refused to obey the military orders not only from Army
Group B and Hitler but the Hungarian War Department as well61. The people’s
court disregarded the obedience to lawful military orders and considered the ex-
ecution of any of their implementation as war crime62.

The interpretations of two orders
In analysing the performance of the upper military leadership it is worth tak-

ing a look at the historical narratives of two Hungarian Army commands during
the collapse.

Jány’s Order of 24 January 1943
After German Army Group B had excluded the 2nd Army controlling the front

line on 24 January, Jány – having experienced a nervous breakdown – issued an
order blaming his subordinates for the disastrous defeat. In his order of 24 January,
he wrote: “the 2nd Army has lost its honour,” and “this panic-stricken flight is so
despicable and ignominious that both our German allies and the fatherland de-
spise us”63. Though Jány finally withdrew and denounced his harsh words in his
order on 31 March – praising the heroic struggles of the 2nd Army instead64 –, it
caused irreparable harm to the morale of the officer corps.

The 24 January order further stated that the “military order and the discipline
must be restored in the strongest possible way, if necessary with recourse to sum-
mary executions [felkoncolás65] on the spot.” After the war, Jány was depicted
by the press as “the executioner of the Don,” who did not care about his soldiers.
The Jány verdict described the former commander whose “entire soul had been
possessed by the devil of cruelness” who had been intent on this from the earliest
period of the formation of the 2ndArmy66.

It is necessary to put the summary justice issue in context. As Keegan wrote,
“the strongest fear with which every commander lives – stronger than his fear of
defeat or even of mutiny – is that of his army reverting to a crowd through some
error of his making”67. Hungarian Army Regulations made it possible for the
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commanders to use summary justice in a battle situation when a soldier disobeys
a direct order68, hence Jány’s order was not unlawful on its face according to the
existing military regulations. 

Based on the scant documentation of surviving court martial proceedings,
some Hungarian soldiers had already been sentenced to death because of aban-
doning one's place in front of the enemy during the battles in August and Sep-
tember 194269. Further research is needed to ascertain the proportion of the charge
cowardice of those 20 soldiers who were executed by the Army’s field military
tribunals by the end of 194270.

Before issuing the said order, it had already been urged by the command of
the 2nd Army – mainly by Major General Gyula Kovács –- to use violence against
panicking soldiers. On 15 January, he ordered senior staff officers of the III and
IV Corps to restore military discipline with the following words: “In this situation,
you need to act as common hangman!”71 ”You cannot be too much of a skinner!”72

The instructions for the reorganisation of the routed troops of the 2nd Army in-
cluded also these compelling measures73.

When the Russians broke through Hungarian held lines, several sub-unit
commanders resorted to this extreme measure. Even before the Soviet offensive
on 9 January, the 23rd Infantry Regiment ordered that “anyone who takes a step
back is a dead man”.74 In the first days of the Soviet attack, several battalion and
regimental commanders threatened fleeing soldiers with brandishing their
sidearm in front of them75. On 14 January, the III Corps went as far as organising
special units to stem the flow of fleeing soldiers by force76.

The Chief of the Honvéd General Staff, Ferenc Szombathelyi’s role is con-
tradictory as well. Although he was intent on curbing the radicalization of the of-
ficer corps and their close relationships towards the Germans, he urged in August
194277 and in February 1943 as well to use the “most cruel measures” against
soldiers abandoning their post or duty both during the struggle for the78.

As Hungarian military scholarship has not analysed this issue thoroughly79,
it is still unknown how Jány’s command radicalized his corps officers and how
many soldiers were executed on account of this order80.

Stomm’s Order of 1 February 1943
In Nemeskürty’s volume, Major General81 Marcel Stomm’s order of 1 Feb-

ruary 194382 was used as a more human example of solving an already precarious
military situation. As the Soviet attack separated Stomm’s III Corps from the
other two corps of the 2nd Army, it was subordinated to the neighbouring German
2nd Army’s Siebert Corps Group. During the withdrawal, the German military
leadership took advantage of the apparent proximity of this Hungarian unit to the
Soviet troops. Stomm’s forces were ordered to engage the enemy while shielding
the withdrawing German troops. However, they did not get equal treatment by far.
These Hungarian units were viewed as second-rate allies in every aspect, from
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billeting and rationing to the use of roads. Advancing Soviet units encircled these
Hungarian and German units, which fought the fiercest and longest battles in the
Olim Valley at the end of January. On 31 January, General Siebert ordered III Corps
to break out of Soviet encirclement towards the northeast, but Stomm disobeyed83.
He considered it utterly unfeasible (considering the conditions of his troops, lacking
appropriate heavy weaponry and resupply), so he – in an unprecedented manner
in Hungarian military history –, disbanded his corps on 1 February. In his order to
his troops he wrote: “I have to say, that from this point on, it is every man for him-
self, for I am unable to give you food, ammunition, and any executable task”.

Analysing Stomm’s order from a humanitarian point of view it is understand-
able that a mentally and physically exhausted commander, who was humiliated
by the Germans, could not take any further responsibility for his troops, However,
from a military perspective, it might be considered a serious mistake.

Stomm believed that the only way to rescue his soldiers was to break out in
small groups through Soviet encirclement. However, the order did not contain
clear instructions, he referred only to historical precedents: “In the history of the
Hungarian nation, it occurred multiple times in similar situations, that (our sol-
diers) made incredibly long distanced breakout breakthrough under the leadership
of bold commanders”.

His decision is still being disputed by military historians. Some of these au-
thors construe Stomm’s command as “leaving his troops on their own”. Others
emphasize that he gave a non-detailed order for the breakout84. Nevertheless, a
significant problem with the order is that it did not designate an assembly area
for the troops at all.

Though some small groups managed to sift through Soviet lines – in contrast
to the members of the corps staff which was captured by the Soviets in a matter
of days –, they were more vulnerable to the attacks of partisans and the Germans’
high-handed behaviour than the units, in which the officers maintained the order.

To measure the rationale of this order, it is worth mentioning, that the rest of
the 9th Light Division, with the leadership of Colonel Zoltán Farkas, successfully
managed to break out on the southwest flank following German troops, a feat at the
time considered unmanageable. Moreover, it was not only Jány who gave strict or-
ders but also commanders involved in the successful break-out. Colonel Frigyes
Vasváry, the commander of the 20th Infantry Regiment reported a “series of summary
executions [felkoncolások] and public executions by shooting”.85 He summarized
his experiences tersely: “In case of panic, the commander should intervene merci-
lessly! When panic breaks out, it is only the submachine gun that should «speak!»”86

Though Stomm’s order had a severe demoralizing impact on his soldiers – it
is characteristic that it did not even reach many of his sub-units –, it did not have
a negative effect on the soldiers’ self-esteem. While Jány referred to his soldiers
as “bastards fallen to animal standards”, Stomm said goodbye to his subordinates
as “the heroic sons of the Hungarian Home”. 
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In later literature, this disbanding was pictured as the harbinger of nascent
Hungarian antifascist military resistance to the Germans in the 1970s because it
was Stomm who sought to set up an anti-Nazi corps (Hungarian Legion) out of
Hungarian POWs.
Summary

In this paper, I analysed previous literature and provided a reinterpretation
of the 2nd Army’s defeat in the Hungarian military and memory politics. The
memory of the defeated army was shaped by a dual narrative: the passive sacri-
ficial role of the Hungarian soldiers and the official Soviet interpretation of
World War II. First, I debunked the recurrent myth that the army was sent to the
Eastern Front with the sole purpose of unavoidable annihilation. I thoroughly
examined the underlying facts concerning the sending and setting-up of the 2nd

Army, and debunked that they were “sentenced to death”. Then, I analysed pre-
vious narratives about the withdrawal. These, besides exaggerating the losses
and temperature figures, used an all-encompassing panic narrative, which,
I showed was more orderly and organized. I also pointed out that the evaluation
of the 2nd Army’s actions have been deformed by the way previous scholars jet-
tisoned the internal logic and rules of the military profession, and labelled every
order as “sinful” hence criminal. As the main example, I contrasted Jány’s
24 January and Stomm’s 1 February order.
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III Corps
– 6 th Light Division (from II Corps

○  22th Infantry Regiment 
○  52th Infantry Regiment

– 7 th Light Division
○  4 th Infantry Regiment
○  35 th Infantry Regiment

– 9 th Light Division
○  17 th Infantry Regiment
○  47 th Infantry Regiment

IV Corps
– 10th Light Division

○  6 th Infantry Regiment
○  36 th Infantry Regiment

– 12 th Light Division
○  18 th Infantry Regiment
○  48 th Infantry Regiment

– 13 rd Light Division (from V Corps)

○  7 th Infantry Regiment
○  31st Infantry Regiment

VII Corps
– 19 th Light Division

○  13 rd Infantry Regiment
○  43 rd Infantry Regiment

– 20th Light Division
○  14 th Infantry Regiment

– 23rd Infantry Regiment
○  23rd Light Division (from     

VIII Corps)
○  21 st Infantry Regiment
○  51 st Infantry Regiment

1st Field Armoured Division
○  1st Motorized Rifle Brigade
○  30th Armoured Regiment

1st Air Group

Appendix
Appendix I

Battle of order of the Hungarian Royal 2nd Honvéd Army
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Appendix II
Temperature data during the battles in January 1943

The daily report of the main staff 
of the Voronezh Front87

The daily reports 
of the Hungarian

2nd Army8810:00 22:00

13 January 1943 -20 – -25 -16

14 January 1943 -20 – -25 -18 – -21 -24

15 January 1943 -20 – -25 -17 – -19 -33

16 January 1943 -23 – -29 -20 – -26 -32

17 January 1943 -19 – -25 -32

18 January 1943 -18 – -23 -36

19 January 1943 -14 – -17 -14 – -16 -19

20 January 1943 -15 – -17 -12 – -15 –

21 January 1943 -12 – -17 -8 – -11 -23

22 January 1943 -12 – -15 -19 – -21 -19

23 January 1943 -15 – -23 -7 – -12 appr. 0

24 January 1943 -6 – -7 -16 – -20 -18

25 January 1943 -21 – -26 -16 – -23 –

26 January 1943 -19 – -22 -16 – -19 –

27 January 1943 -22 – -28 -14 – -19 -18

28 January 1943 – -18 – -22 -12

29 January 1943 -18 – -23 -13 – -18 -9

30 January 1943 – -10 – -15 -5

31 January 1943 -9 – -13 – -8
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